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SUMMARY

Background; COVID 19 is a contagious infectious disease that attacks the respiratory tract caused by SARS-CoV-2. COVID 19 signs and symptoms have a broad spectrum, without symptoms, mild symptoms, moderate symptoms to severe symptoms. There is no specific vaccine has been found to treat positive cases of corona virus. During pandemic of COVID 19, the public need to understand about signs and symptoms. The public need a knowledge through proper education. Method; This research using video media to educated the public. Thought video media, it can be used as an educational to increase public knowledge about the signs and symptoms of COVID 19. Video has special advantages in terms of providing good visualization. That is good facilitating for understanding process to the public. Result; The output of this research is education video for public about signs and symptoms of COVID 19. Conclusion; It can be concluded that video media can provide information as education about signs and symptoms of COVID 19.
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